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Abstract
Yinggehai Basin locates in the northern South China Sea. Since the Cainozoic Era, crust has several
strong tension: the basin subsides quickly, the deposition is thick, and the crust is thin. In the central basin, formation pressure coefficient is up to 2.1; Yinggehai Basin is a fomous high-temperature overpressure basin. Yinggehai Basin’s in-depth, especially high-temperature overpressure
stratum has numerous large-scale exploration goals. As a result of high-temperature overpressure
basin’s perplexing geological conditions and geophysical analysis technical limitations, this field
of gas exploration can’t be carried out effectively, which affects the process of gas exploration seriously. A pressure prediction model of the high-temperature overpressure basin in different
structural positions is summed up by pressure forecast pattern research in recent years, which
can be applied to target wells pre-drilling pressure prediction and post drilling pressure analysis
of Yinggehai Basin. The model has small erroneous and high rate of accuracy. The Yinggehai Basin
A well drilling is successful in 2010, and gas is discovered in high-temperature overpressure stratum, which proved that reservoir can be found in high-temperature overpressure stratum. It is a
great theoretical breakthrough of reservoir knowledge.
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1. Introduction
The Yinggehai Basin is a quick settlement of Cenozoic sedimentary basin; abnormal high temperature high
pressure is one of its important characteristics [1]-[3]. Advanced rapid settlement and rapid deposition formed a
thick undercompacted mudstone, which produced abnormal high pressure. To keep abnormal high pressure, the
stable subsidence and weak tectonic activity are necessary. The overpressure interface of basin central diapir
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zone is shallow, but different diapir structure still have different overpressure interface. Overpressure top interface is generally 1500 - 2500 nm; while the non-diapir zone overpressure interface of the southern part and edges
of the basin is generally deep, and overpressure interface was significantly affected by stratum, lithology and
basin boundary faults (Figure 1). According to literature report, two third of sedimentary basins in the world
have developed different degrees of overpressure, among which about 160 sedimentary basins’ oil and gas distribution has a close genetic relationship with overpressure body. The large-scale and medium gas fields have
been found by foreign petroleum company, which indicated that overpressure has close relationship with oil-gas
generation, migration, reservoir and distribution. In recent twenty years, with the development of oil and gas exploration research, especially of the overpressure and its growth mechanism, the relationship of overpressure
and hydrocarbon reservoir, overpressure has been paid more attention in oil-gas exploration and development.

2. The Existing Problems of Yinggehai Basin Because of the Existence
of High Temperature and High Pressure
The Yinggehai Basin is a quick settlement of Cenozoic sedimentary basin, abnormal high temperature high
pressure is one of its important characteristics. Advanced rapid settlement and rapid deposition formed a thick
undercompacted mudstone, which produced abnormal high pressure. To keep abnormal high pressure, the stable
subsidence and weak tectonic activity is necessary. The overpressure interface of basin central diapir zone is
shallow, but different diapir structure still have different overpressure interface. Overpressure top interface is
generally 1500 - 2500 m; while the non-diapir zone overpressure interface of the southern part and edges of the
basin is generally deep, and overpressure interface was significantly affected by stratum, lithology and basin
boundary faults (Figure 1). According to literature report, two third of sedimentary basins in the world have
developed different degrees of overpressure, among which about 160 sedimentary basins’ oil and gas distribution has a close genetic relationship with overpressure body. The large-scale and medium gas fields have been
found by foreign petroleum company, which indicated that overpressure has close relationship with oil-gas generation, migration, reservoir and distribution. In recent twenty years, with the development of oil and gas exploration research, especially of the overpressure and its growth mechanism, the relationship of overpressure and
hydrocarbon reservoir, overpressure has been paid more attention in oil-gas exploration and development.

2.1. The Problems of Undrilled Well’s Pre-Drilling Pressure Prediction
Because of the existence of high temperature and high pressure of Yinggehai Basin, drilling safety must be paid
more attention in the process of drilling. Pressure prediction before drilling is the foundation to design the drilling well structure, taking undrilling B well of Yinggehai Basin as an example, the result of pressure prediction

Figure 1. Design of pre-drilling pressure prediction and wellbore structure.
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(Figure 2) can be instructions of the location of casing and mud weight whiling drilling [4]-[7]. However, as
Yinggehai Basin hasn’t been explored deeply, with few drills, which have difficulties in judging the pressure
origin because of the existence of diapirs, so it is difficult to predict pre-drilling pressure of high-temperature
and high pressure basin [8] [9].
At present the formation velocity is used as the main parameters of pre-drilling formation pressure prediction
and post-drilled pressure calculation, Interval velocity increases with depth in normal compaction stratum,
which is smaller than normal value in abnormal high-pressure stratum (usually referring to the undercompaction
causes of formation), therefore abnormally high-pressure stratum can be determined and detected by velocity
anomaly changes. Velocity can be obtained not only from post-drilled logging, but also from pre-drilling seismic
stacking velocity spectrum. After years of research in Yinggehai Basin’s pressure prediction and calculation
method, combining with the data of drilled well, “differential method” is regarded as a suitable method to calculate the pressure of Yinggehai Basin. This method is proposed by P. Bellotti et al. of Italian General Petroleum Company, which is a empirical formula method (Figure 2). First of all, defining velocity anomaly:

∆V = Vi − Vn

(1)

In the fomula Vi : calculation velocity; Vn : tendency velocity. The standard to identify abnormal pressure
zone by velocity anomaly is: ∆V =
0 normal compaction stratum; ∆V < 0 abnormally high-pressure stratum,
the regional empirical formula =
P f ( ∆V ) should be established to calculate pore pressure quantitatively.
This method does not need to calculate the overburden pressure, which can reduce error and some uncontrolled
factors. For differential method, the most important and difficult is to determine the corresponding pressure prediction model of velocity difference and pressure coefficient.

2.2. The Difficulties in Knowing Reservoir
Massive research in domestic and foreign indicated that oil and gas gathered within pressure transition zone
which above the overpressure top, pressure coefficient is 1.2 - 1.5. The stratum can rarely produce oil and gas
when the pressure coefficient surpasses 1.8, most strata will rupture when surpassing this pressure coefficient,
especially in clastic rock areas, overlying strata will be fractured, which can cause oil and gas dissipation when
formation pressure reaching 75% to 95% of the overlying lithostatic pressure. So caprock conditions are strictly
requested to form strong overpressure oil and gas reservoir.
The pressure coefficient of Kela-2Giant Gas Field in Kuche Depression, Tarim Basin can reach 2.0, due to the
well developed gypsum cover. Viking Graben of Beihai Basin and overpressure oil and gas reservoir (such as
Venture Field) of Nova Scotia continental shelf in the east of Canada formed in Jurassic shale overpressure sediment group more than 4000 m deep, the shale is not only high-quality hydrocarbon source rock, but also good
cover.
To solve the problem of deep high-temperature and high pressure gas reservoir of Yinggehai Basin, the pro-

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the pressure difference method calculations.
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blem that if gas can massively form free gas reservoir on the high-temperature overpressure condition of middeep temperature higher than 140˚C, pressure coefficient bigger than 1.8 must be solved. Some experts think
that reservoir can’t be formed in overpressure strata. If the pressure coefficient surpasses 1.5, reservoir will produce elastic-plastic deformation, primary pores and cracks will be closed and the formation permeability will
greatly deduce. In addition, the overpressure layer pressure gradient is too small, gas migration energy have
been significantly weakened, so gas can’t form reservoir. More than 10 high-pressure drilled well of Qiongdongnan Basin which pressure coefficient surpasses 1.8 didn’t form reservoir, therefore, this view was supported
by many people in gas exploration of Yinggehai Basin. There are two reasons that cause deep abnormal highpressure of Yinggehai Basin. First of all, deep mudstone can generate high pressure, and then, dapiric can conduct deep basin high pressure. Although overpressure formation depth that different diapiric zone formed is not
the same, it is shallower than other basins. Drilling shows that formation pressure coefficient can reach 1.5 near
2000 m, and formation pressure coefficient usually surpasses 1.8 under 3000 m, which is overpressure (Figure
3). Furthermore, deep strata lies in later times (middle-late Miocene), which have developed large sets of neritic
facies mudstone clastic rock formation. This type of formation played a good role of sealing in diapir shallow
layer of normal temperature and pressure gas field, but under deep high-temperature and high-pressure environment, especially in large-scale diapiric anticline zones, diapiric activity not only created good channel to migrate oil and gas, but also transformed deep large anticline cover. In such an environment, it is a doubtful that if
the formation have sufficient sealing ability, and resulting in concerns that if gas reservoir can be formed under
deep high-temperature and overpressure condition.

3. Pressure Prediction Model of Yinggehai Basin
During the gas exploration of Yinggehai Basin, it has been found that overpressure formation appeared due to
the rapid basin subsidence and Hydrocarbon generation of organic matter. The overpressure mudstone is in the
uncompacted state, with high porosity, which shows the parameters deviate from normal trends in logging data,
that is: small density, large acoustic time etc. In addition, seismic velocity is small, so pressure distribution characteristics can be determined according to the parameter variation. The Yinggehai Basin lies in abnormal pressure zone, wave impedance, speed and density decreases with the increase of depth, local has strong reversal
phenomenon. For the pressure prediction difference method that Yinggehai Basin has currently taken, the most
0
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Figure 3. Diapiric zone of Yinggehai Basin overpressure limit well pressure contrast profiles.
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important and difficult is to determine the corresponding pressure prediction model of velocity difference and
pressure coefficient. After years of exploration and drilling, combined with mud data, pressure and test data of
drilled well, the author has summed up pressure prediction model in different structural positions of the basin
(Figure 4) and has formed the basic pressure prediction model of Yinggehai Basin.
Figure 4(a) started with tectonic framework of Yinggehai Basin, summed up the pressure prediction model in
the center and the edge of the basin. For the same velocity difference, the pressure coefficient in the center of the
basin is higher than that of the edge of the basin, because the center of basin locates in rapid deposition zone of
sediments, the mudstone is in the uncompacted state, while the edge of the basin locates in passing by region of
sediments, the strata in the edge of basin is older than that of the center of basin in the same depth, Formation
Velocity is much higher, so pressure coefficient in the center of basin is higher than that of the edge of basin.
Figure 4(b) started single gas-bearing structure and summed up the pressure prediction models of different
zones, including Dongfang Diapir and Ledong Diapir of Yinggehai Basin, Yingbei-lingao and Yingdong-xiepo,
it is indicated that the trend of velocity difference and pressure coefficient is consistent in Yingbei-lingao and
Yingdong-xiepo, and there is not much difference between the value, while the trend of velocity difference and
pressure coefficient is consistent in Dongfang Diapir and Ledong Diapir, but there is much difference between
the value. When velocity difference is less than 1200 m/s, the relationship of pressure coefficient demonstrates
Dongfang Diapir > Ledong Diapir > Yingbei-lingao and Yingdong-xiepo; when velocity difference is more than
1200 m/s, the relationship of pressure coefficient turns into Dongfang Diapir > Yingbei-lingao and Yingdong-xiepo > Ledong Diapir. It is thought the reason this relationship appears is that: 1) In terms of structural
location, Dongfang Diapir and Ledong Diapir are both in the center of basin, while Yingbei-lingao and Yingdong-xiepo are in the edge of basin, so trend of diapir and basin margin is different, the pressure coefficient of
diapir is higher than that of basin margin when velocity difference is slight; 2) Although Dongfang and Ledong
belong to diapir, but the diapir scale and the diapir activity period is not very consistent, it is found out that diapir activity is characterized by episodic structure, it is likely that Dongfang Diapir is in pressure savings period
of episodic activity, the overburden has not been broken, pressure has not been released, while Ledong Diapir
may end pressure discharge period recently, pressure has been released, therefore, when velocity difference is
larger, pressure coefficient of Ledong Diapir is smaller than that of Yingbei-lingao and Yingdong-xiepo which
locates in the edge of basin; 3) Pressure has a certain role in the transmission, Yingbei-lingao and Yingdongxiepo locates in the edge of basin, deep formation pressure is not very high, besides, the better relief channel
turns to have coarse sediment, therefore, deep formation pressure is not transmitted to the shallow layer, while
Ledong Diapir may just end discharge period, which fractures and faults are in the closed state, so it is difficult
to transmit deep formation pressure to the shallow layer. Therefore, the overall trend of velocity difference and
pressure coefficient in the two regions is consistent with that in the center and edge of the basin. The pressure
coefficient of Dongfang Diapir significantly deviates from its normal trend, the reason is that deep formation
pressure is delivered to the shallow formation through faults and fissures to form stratum pressure.
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Figure 4. Pressure prediction speed differential-pressure coefficient model of Yinggehai Basin.
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4. Breakthrough of Recognition of High-Temperature and
High-Pressure Reservoir Pattern

During the gas exploration of Yinggehai Basin, with the shallow exploration at room temperature atmospheric
pressure deepening day by day, the gas exploration potential and reservoir of deep strata has been paid more attention byacademic and geological circles, as a hot topic, high-emperature and high-pressure reservoir has
aroused strong repercussions for many times. As a late start in the deep gas exploration, lack of success can
learned from, the reservoir theory and drilling at high-emperature and high-pressure is going on slowly.
One of focal questions the geological experts and explorers have paid close attention to is that if mudstone
caprock can cover abnormal high-pressure scales of gas. This depends on the quality of deep mudstone caprock
and the sealing ability. DFC Well and DFD Well are two exploration well in deep, which are within diapiric anticline structure. Although the Huangliu Formation demonstrated a large set of a shallow mudstone, the analysis
shows the mudstone is not pure, mostly silty mudstone, so the cover turns to be low quality. The two wells
proved that there are reasons to be concerned about low quality of deep mudstone cover.
After the failure of LDA Well (A well in LeDong zone) drilling, deep exploration in diapir belt of Yinggehai
Basin has come to a standstill. After constantly study and discussion, in early 2009, LOTUSA Well was drilled
on another diapiric structure in the west of Dongfang 1-1, during the drilling, fine sandstone reservoir was found
in Huangliu Group and Meishan Group, and gas reservoir was discovered, MDT (Mouldar Formation Dynamics
Test) and DST (Drilling Stem Test) data showed that the pressure coefficient of 1.98, which belongs to strong
overpressure stratum, and its pressure of the underlying strata was much higher, which pressure coefficient surpassed 2.0. Although the majority of CO2, but it is proved that the strong overpressure sealing box can form free
gas reservoirs. As a revelation, deep reservoir of Dongfang 1-1 was studied again, DFB Well (B well in Dongfang zone) was drilled in the northeast wing of the structure for theshallow beach sandstone reservoir in Huangliu Group of Hainan Source. This well also reached gas, the MiniDST test turned to be successful, and gas
samples are obtained, mostly hydrocarbon gas, and formation pressure coefficient showed to be 1.92. This well
illustrated that hydrocarbon gas of high quality can accumulate in deep strong overpressure stratum of diapir. All
the facts prove that reservoir can be formed not only in pressure transition zone, normal pressure zone at the top
of overpressured compartment, but also in deep overpressure sealing box in diapir. The existence of free hydrocarbon gas in overpressure zone, which should the confidence to explore deep diapir field.
A Well of Yinggehai Basin was drilled in December 2010 (Figure 5), the purpose of the drilling is to confirm
hydrocarbon potential and reserves of lower sand body of Dongfang 1-1 West Yinggehai Group Sec and upper
sand body of Huangliu Group; to get the data of reservoir properties, reservoir fluid properties and capacity of
Dongfang 1-1 West. The cover this well drilled is different from that of DFC Well and DFD Well (C well and D
well in Dongfang zone). The well is located on the west side of Dongfang Diapirs, outside diapiric anticline. The
drilling result revealed a set of transgressive-highstand system tract shallow mudstone caprock upper Huangliu
Group, which thickness was up to 220 m, this set of direct cover has the following characteristics: great thickness, pure mudstone, strong plasticity (poor drilling ability), higher degree of compaction, wide distribution,
with overpressure (pressure coefficient for 1.5 - 1.8) (Figure 6), which showed good performance of highE
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Figure 5. Typical cross section of well.
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Figure 6. Pre-drilling pressure prediction map of well.

pressure sealing ability and provided an important safeguard for the formation of abnormal high pressure gas.
A Well got high-quality and high-yield airflow in high-temperature and high-pressure field of deep Huangliu
Group for the first time, which revealed a new model for the formation of high-pressure gas reservoirs and broke
the previous research field: 1) It is proved that high-quality gas reservoir can be formed in deep Overpressure
Field (pressure coefficient > 1.8); 2) IT is revealed that geological conditions are available to develop large reservoir in deep Huangliu Group of basin; 3) the possibility of deep lithologic trap is confirmed, which has widened the gas exploration field of basin. Research shows that Huangliu Group is an excellent strata with good
deep reservoir development condition of Yinggehai Basin, moderate depth, good reservoir conditions, great reservoir potential, which has been proved by the successful of A Well.

5. Conclusions
Yinggehai Basin is a typical high-temperature and high-pressure basin. After years of exploration, “velocity difference method” is proved to be suitable for pre-drilled pressure prediction and drilled pressure calculation,
which has high accuracy. In the process of drilling of high-temperature and high-pressure basin, security must
be paid more attention. Before designing drilling well structure, the most important is pre-drilled pressure prediction. The paper started from tectonic pattern of Yinggehai Basin and single hydrocarbon structural, summarized several pressure prediction models, including center of Yinggehai Basin, edge of the basin.
Dongfang Diapir, Ledong Diapir, Yingbei Lingao and Yingdong Xiepo analyzed the relationship of velocity
difference and pressure coefficient and the reason of differences among the models, which has provided basic
support for the pre-drilled pressure prediction in different area of Yinggehai Basin. The success of A Well and
acquirement of high-quality gas in high-temperature and high-pressure region of deep Huangliu Group has revealed a new pattern to form high-pressure gas reservoir, and eliminated the doubt that if gas reservoir can be
formed under deep high-temperature and super overpressure condition, which has broken the previous research
field.
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